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We worked to implement the method for integral closure outlined in Gabriel Stolzenberg’s
1968 paper, “Constructive Normalization of an Algebraic Variety.” The hope is that this
method may in some cases provide a more efficient algorithm for computing integral closure
than those already established in Macaulay 2. As a bonus, full implementation will require us
to compute the (R1)ification of the input ring R, which may be of interest as a computational
tool in its own right and is not yet implemented in Macaulay 2.

While we made substantial progress towards our goal during our two weeks at MSRI, there
remains much more to be done!

1. Progress

Although Stolzenberg applies his procedure to an integral domain R = k[X1, ..., Xn]/I
whose field of fractions is separably generated over the field k, we restricted our attention
to the case where k = Q. This was partly to guarantee the required separable extension,
and partly to ensure an infinite supply of units in k (which is required for a later step).
From there, we (almost completely!) implemented in Macaulay 2 Stolzenberg’s “first step”:
he constructs a finite module G over the Noether normalization of R where G contains the
integral closure of R as a submodule. Our method was as follows:

1. Construct the Noether Normalization of R.
Luckily there is a package in Macaulay 2 called “NoetherNormalization,” so much of the

work in this step was done for us. The only difficult part was keeping track of notation.
Note that for R as defined above, noetherNormalization I returns (f, J,X) where f is an
automorphism of k[X1, ..., Xn], J = f(I), and X is a list of the variables which remain
algebraically independent in k[f(X1), ..., f(Xn)]/J over k. So although the list X appears
to be a subset of X1, ..., Xn, it is actually the image of these elements under f that will
be the generators of our Noether normalization. Macaulay 2 identifies X with its image in
k[f(X1), ..., f(Xn)]/J , so this is something to keep in mind. In other words, from Macaulay
2’s point of view A = k[X] is the Noether normalization. For the purposes of this write-up,
we will write yi for the image of elements in X and zi for the image of the remaining vari-
ables, i.e., R = k[y1, ..., yq, z1, ..., zn−q]/J and A = k[y1, ..., yq].

2. Produce the generators and relations for R as an A-module.
First we used the “Elimination” package in Macaulay 2 to construct the minimal polyno-

mials fi for zi over A. Note J ∩ A[zi] = (fi), where fi is the desired polynomial; we know
J ∩A[zi] = (fi) will be principal because it has height 1 in the UFD A[zi]. Then we see that
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the set {za11 za22 ...z
an−q
n−q : ai is less than the degree of fi} is a collection of generators for R

as an A-module. To find the relations, let N be the number of generators in the set above.
Then define M to be the 1xN matrix consisting of the generators, which creates a map from
RN to R. If we intersect the kernel of M with AN , we will have our desired relations:

R =
AN

AN ∩ kerM
.

We may use Irena Swanson’s “Elim2” package to compute the intersection–the only issue is
that in order to use this package we need to find a way to present ker M as a module over
the polynomial ring k[y1, ..., yq, z1, ..., zn−q]. (The current elimination package in Macaulay 2
only works for ideals, so that’s why we are using “Elim2”.)

3. Find [L : K], where K is the field of fractions of A and L is the field of fractions of
R.

At first we thought that we should take the free resolution of the A-module R, and then
find the degree of the extension by computing the Euler characteristic. (Although Macaulay
2 does not recognize R = AN/AN∩kerM as an A-module, if we compute the resolution over R
the Euler characteristic should be the same.) However, this method is more computationally
expensive than we require. Instead, we create the following exact sequence:

Am
φ−→ AN

π−→ R −→ 0.

Here m is the number of generators of AN ∩ kerM , N is the number of generators of R
over A, π is the natural map into R = AN/AN ∩ kerM , and φ is the matrix whose columns
are the generators of AN ∩ kerM . If we localize at A\{0}, we get

(AA\{0})
m φ−→ (AA\{0})

N π−→ RA\{0} −→ 0

or

Km φ−→ KN π−→ L −→ 0.

From this we see that

[L : K] = dimK

(
KN

imφ

)
= dimKK

N − dimK imφ = N − rankφ.

Thus we may find [L : K] in Macaulay 2, since it is equal to the computable quantity
N − rankφ.

4. Find a primitive element for which L = K(α).
First we test to see if any of the fi’s constructed in step 2 have degree equal to [L : K].

If such an fi exists, zi is the primitive element. Otherwise, construct
∑
cizi where the ci’s

are randomly generated elements of k. Using Macaulay 2’s “eliminate” command, we may
construct a minimal polynomial for α over K. Once we have the minimal polynomial, we
compare its degree with [L : K]. If the degrees are not equal, we start the process again with
a new set of randomly generated ci’s. After we have found a collection of ci’s such that the
minimal polynomial of

∑
cizi has degree equal to [L : K], the process stops and we define α

to be
∑
cizi. Let g be its minimal polynomial and d = degree g.

Following Stolzenberg’s procedure, we then find the discriminant D of g. We now know the
integral closure of R is a submodule of the A-module G generated by 1/D, α/D, ..., αd−1/D.
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2. Future Work

There is still much work left to do! Let E be an irreducible factor of D. We localize A at E
and compute its integral closure in L. This is a nicer problem than the original more general
case since AE is a discrete valuation ring. The process then involves adjoining new elements
ωi to AE[ω0, ..., ωi−1] that are integral over AE[ω0, ..., ωi−1] but not in AE[ω0, ..., ωi−1], starting
with our primitive element α. This process will end after a finite number of steps, and we
will have the integral closure of AE in the form AE[ω0 = α, ω1, ..., ωk].

Coming up with possible elements ωi is not so hard–Stolzenberg gives an explicit formula
for such elements, provided the field k has infinitely many units. The difficulty arises in
testing whether or not an element of the specified form is in fact integral. A constructive
approach for testing integrality is outlined in Lemma 15.1.2 of Huneke and Swanson’s Integral
Closure of Ideals, Rings, and Modules, but it will not be trivial to implement the procedure
into Macaulay 2. In particular, the method would require one to be able to effectively express
elements of L as K-linear combinations of elements of {1, α, ..., αd−1}, or in terms of some
other basis for L over K.

Once we have the integral closure of AE in the form AE[ω0 = α, ω1, ..., ωk], we repeat the
process at each irreducible factor of D. We end up with a collection {ωi,j} for each irreducible
factor Ej of D. Clearing denominators, we may assume {ωi,j} consists of elements integral
over A. Define S to be A adjoin all the {ωi,j}’s. Note S satisfies Serre’s condition (R1), and
R adjoin all the {ωi,j}’s is the (R1)ification of R. Finally, let U be the intersection of the
isolated primary components of DS. Then the integral closure of R in L is U/D.
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